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Allocation Available  $              17,000.00 

TEACHER REQUESTS
1 Primary Division - outdoor 

resources
Katie Harding  $                -    $       5,000 Outdoor resources (possibly sourced for free): 

-old tires (smaller than car tires)
-milk crates
-logs
-wooden stumps/logs
-planks of wood in various lengths
-large wooden spools (e.g. that hold wrapped cables)
-woodchips

2 Primary Division - outdoor 
storage

Katie Harding  $          3,045  Included 
above 

Large outdoor storage units $3k & Extra long cable lock for storage of milk crates/tires (if we do not get the shed) $45

3 Primary Division - learning 
tools

Katie Harding  $          4,440  Included 
above 

 - Gr. 1-3 Class sets of outdoor play materials (basketball, rainbow ball, soccer ball, tennis balls, hoops) $300
- Shovels and sleds (5 of each per Gr. 1-3 class, 15 shovels for K/DD, 3 sleds K/DD) $930
- K/DD Outdoor play parts for Front Yard: e.g., plexiglass sheets for fence art, mud kitchen, gutters/ramps, etc. $1000
- Gr. 1-3 Classroom sets of gardening materials (trowels, gloves) $1000
- Medium sized dry erase board for each teacher to use during outdoor learning $470
- Individual dry erase boards for students $365
- Mobilo Building Toy (one set per Kindergarten class) $375

4 Primary Division - 
technology

Katie Harding  $          1,050  Included 
above TV screen, Apple TV, and Stand so all primary classes have one.(TV $500, Stand $300, Apple TV $250)

5 Junior Division - 
technology

Sharon MacDonnell 6,459$          5,000$       1st priority: Laptops for JUNIOR CART (12 Chromebooks). The Chromebook costs $267 each and a tech tub (which holds 6 
devices) costs $159. (12 x $267 = $3204 + $159 + $159 = $3522 TOTAL) 

2nd PRIORITY: an additional 10 Chromebooks (1 Chromebook per Junior Homeroom class, including the 2 DD Junior classes) at a 
cost of $267 each. ($267 x 11= $2937 TOTAL)

6 Junior Division - Anti-
Racism Education

Sharon MacDonnell 2,800$          -$           
Real Talk Learning Experiences: Black History - A Canadian Perspective Presentation 
Sessions delivered in person, or through a video-conference, focus on the experiences of African people in Canada to share the 
rarely discussed history of the African diaspora in Canada. Presentations, altered by grade level, covers a number of interesting 
topics, including the success of African interpreters working with early Europeans, interactions of Black Canadians in community 
building, the escape of African people from the Southern United States, and their experiences in Canada.  This is a TDSB 
approved upcoming partner.

Cost: $350 for 1-hour workshop per class
8 Junior Classes x $350 = $2800 TOTAL

Proposing a share cost between school, parent council, and students.
7 All classes Primary & Junior 

Teachers
4,000$          3,600$       $200/classroom ($1,800 for primary, $2,200 for junior)

 $                3,000.00 

ART PROGRAM
8 Friends of Clinton 1,500$          2,500$       Artsmart visual arts program  $                1,500.00 

PHYS ED PROGRAM
9 Gym Mr. Ball 486$             500$          2 class sets (50) of high-quality segmented ropes that will last years. I've done some research and the ropes listed below have 

gotten good reviews. The rack is not essential: (I can build one with wood and dowel). 
COST:
Ropes: $386 (incl. shipping)
Rack: $100 (incl shipping)
TOTAL: $486

 $                   486.00 

LIBRARY
10

MUSIC PROGRAM
11 Ms Wolf 90$               $500* 34 sets Banger Basher drum sticks  $                     90.00 

STEAM
12

SCHOOL GROUPS

SPEC ED PROGRAMS
13 DD team Ms. Iliopoulas 251$             2,000$       "Sensory Steppers" $75.99

(from the scholars choice early years catalogue) 
1 set
270-544600
"Sensory Stones" $79.00
(from the scholars choice early years catalogue)
1 set
270-544610
"Sensezees" $39.99 each
Original Vinyl Cushions (sensory cushions for sitting on chair)
(from the scholars choice early years catalogue)
1 item
686-58698 - blue square
Fiber Optic Light $17.99
(from the scholars choice early years catalogue)
1 or 2
936-3705
Tom Tom mallet (drum) $36.99
(from the scholars choice early years catalogue)
1 item
106-BO7204

 $                   251.00 

 $                5,000.00 

 $                5,000.00 
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14 DD outdoor ed Ms. Lavallee 500$             
Play equipment for the front fenced in area for outdoor play ( for the three DD classes who are out there for an hour at 
lunch and for several periods in the afternoon)
- a lockable storage bin
- rakes, shovels, pails
- balls, chalk, skipping ropes 
- a mud kitchen with equipment
-stumps for sitting, a buddy bench, tables for working at
- a permanent outdoor blackboard for teaching and learning
- balancing or stepping blocks/stones/beams
- bins of materials- lego, blocks, etc.

In the fenced-in backyard ( used by the kindergarten children, the three DD classes, and daycare)- shovels, pails, 
rakes, balls, pavement drawings with letters and number and movement activities as done in the larger yard areas ) 
No amount given, so council estimated.

 $                   500.00 

Request for TDSB to paint more games in back & front KD areas.

HISTORICAL GRANTS
15 Council 600$             300$          Graduating Class photo  $               600.00 
16 Council 450$             450$          Grad Acknowledgement  $               450.00 
17 Council 400$             400$          Staff Appreciation  $               400.00 

Community Support Fund
18 Support for families School Council 1,000$       Financial support fund for families who are not able to participate in any events, programs or activties for financial reasons.  $                   500.00  $               500.00 

OTHER REQUESTS
19 LGBQ2 resources Parent 300$             -$           More books, talks, and resources for kids in all grades about gender diversity, LGBT experiences, Black experience 

in Canada, Indigenous learning, disabilities, etc. As a queer parent, I want to help my normalize LGBT experiences 
within the school for my child so that he has space to feel accepted. $100-300

 $               300.00 
Staff input required in regards to what is needed specifically

20 Reading Ms. MacDonnell 150$             RazKids subscription - cost around $150 Canadian per year for a class subscription.  $               150.00 
21 Outdoor ed Parents & Teachers 300$             Outdoor mics. Some have been supplied now. More needed? Not required, covered elsewhere
22 Indoor movement Parent. 500$             recumbent bicycles in the classrooms for children to use when they are feeling the need for physical activity - my kids 

are just watching movies every time they aren't allowed outside. Can we please put this on the wish list to help get 
our kids more physically active and ready for learning! there is a lot of research about physical activity and learning. 
Cost not given. Estimate.

 $               500.00 

23 Empathy & failure toys Parent 600$             For grades 2-6, classes could share 1 set of each. 
Empathy toy teaches kids empathy in a unique way, with tools for the teacher to engage the whole class:
https://twentyonetoys.com/pages/empathy-toy

The Failure Toy teaches kids that it's ok to fail, with tools for the teacher to facilitate group work with the whole class:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/21toys/the-failure-toy-teaching-the-f-word-to-all-ages/description

Cost: $300/toy set (1 set covers a classroom of 20 students)

 $               650.00 

24 Indigenous learning Parent 500$             Programs/activities that increase awareness of indigenous history and culture  $               500.00 

Total 28,421$      16,327.00$           4,050.00$          

Remaining 673.00$                 


